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About Guardium 
Founded in 2002, Guardium was the first company to address the core data security gap by 
delivering a scalable enterprise security platform that both protects databases in real-time and 
automates the entire compliance auditing process.  

The company’s enterprise security platform is now installed in more than 450 data centers 
worldwide, including:  

• 3 of the top 4 banks  
• 3 of the top 5 insurance companies  
• 2 of the top 3 global retailers  
• Two global soft drink brands  
• More than ten of the world's top telcos  
• 

According to Forrester, Guardium is “a Leader across the board” with “dominance and 
momentum on its side”.  The 451 Group say “Guardium is ahead of the pack and gaining speed”.  

Leading government agencies such as the IMF, FTC and Washington Metro Transit Authority  

 

About Teradata 

Teradata is a leader not only in active data warehousing technology that provides a single view 
of the enterprise in real-time, but also in business intelligence analytics that help use data in new 
ways to gain maximum value. Teradata offers a suite of technology platforms and solutions, a 
wide range of data access and management applications and robust data mining capabilities. 

 

Guardium Functional Overview 
Guardium 7 is the only solution that addresses the entire database security and compliance 
lifecycle with a unified Web console, back-end data store and workflow automation system, 
enabling you to: 

• Locate and classify sensitive information in corporate databases 
• Assess database vulnerabilities and configuration flaws 
• Ensure configurations are locked down after recommended changes are implemented 
• Provide 100% visibility and granularity into all database transactions – across all 

platforms and protocols – with a secure, tamper-proof audit trail that supports separation 
of duties 

• Monitor and enforce policies for sensitive data access, privileged user actions, change 
control, application user activities and security exceptions such as failed logins 

• Automate the entire compliance auditing process – including report distribution to 
oversight teams, signoffs and escalations – with pre-configured reports for SOX, PCI-
DSS and data privacy 

• Create a single, centralized audit repository for enterprise-wide compliance reporting, the 
world 
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Guardium 7 Architecture 

Unique in the industry, Guardium’s multi-tier architecture automatically aggregates and 
normalizes audit information—from multiple systems and locations—into a single centralized 
repository.  This enables enterprise-wide compliance reporting, correlation, forensics, and 
advanced database-focused analytics.  

Lightweight host-based probes, referred to as S-TAPs, monitor all database traffic, including 
local access by privileged users, and relay it to Guardium collectors for analysis and reporting. 
Collectors can also gather data by connecting directly to SPAN ports in network switches. 
Guardium aggregators automatically collate audit data from multiple collectors.  For maximum 
scalability and flexibility, users can configure multiple tiers of aggregators.   

A graphical Web console provides centralized management of policies, report definitions, 
compliance workflow processes, and collector settings (such as archiving schedules).  This 
scalable, multi-tier architecture can easily be scaled up to meet any mix of throughput and 
auditing policies, simply by adding collectors which work together in a federated model.  

Guardium 7 automates the entire database security and compliance lifecycle 
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Teradata Versions Certified by Guardium 

Teradata 6.x 

Teradata 12 

 

Certification Process by Guardium 

Guardium 7 monitors and audits Teradata database activity, with minimal impact on 
performance of the database or the database server platform.  This monitoring can be carried out 
either at the network level or on the operating system (OS) level: 

• Network inspection is implemented using a Network TAP or SPAN port 
• OS level monitoring is implemented using an S-TAP installed on the Teradata database 

server. The installation and configuration of the S-TAP on the Teradata database server is 
quick and easy – run the installation script, define the inspection engines (which clients to 
listen to) and define what Guardium server to report to. S-TAP has minimal impact on the 
database server, and requires no database administration or setup. 

Once captured, the Teradata information is immediately incorporated into the Guardium 
repository and can be used within the full scope of Guardium applications – Queries, Reports, 
Threshold Alerts, Real-time policy for alerting and prevention, workflow automation, etc. 

 

Guardium’s scalable architecture supports both large and small environments, with centralized 
aggregation and normalization of audit data, and centralized management of security policies via a 

Web console – enterprise-wide. 
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Teradata-6.x  

For MPRAS, Guardium tested its product through Teradata developer aids, including a Windows 
development environment. For this version of Teradata, Guardium supports the use of network 
inspection (hardware TAP or SPAN port) to capture Network/TCP connections to monitor and 
audit data. 

 

Teradata-12.0 

Guardium is tested through Teradata developer aids, including a Windows development 
environment (for MPRAS), and dedicated SuSE servers in our lab to qualify and approve 
Teradata 12 running on those servers.  

For this version of Teradata, Guardium uses the following techniques for monitoring and 
auditing: 

• Network inspection (Hardware TAP or SPAN port) – Network/TCP connections 
• S-TAP on SuSE – Both local and remote TCP connections 

 

Roadmap 

In the next major release of Guardium, Teradata support will be further enhanced to include: 

• Windows S-TAP to monitor and audit local TCP connections to Teradata databases 
running on Windows servers 

• Change Audit System (CAS) – predefined templates for Teradata to alert on changes in 
configuration files and other system resources specific to the Teradata database 

• Vulnerability Assessment (VA) – a suite of assessment tests to evaluate and determine 
the well being of the Teradata database environment 
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